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PART I
Statement of Need
As a result of a study of multi-handicapped, deafblind parent programs in California, conducted by Lonna
Andersori in 1970, it was discovered that there were no
formalized programs for . the education of parents of deafblind multiplY-handicapped children.

Mrs. Anderson wrote

and had funded, a proposal entitled "Mul ti-ha_ndfcapped
.Deaf-Blind Parent Participation Group," under E.S.E.A.,
Title VI Section C.
Prior to this there were no formalized prbgrams for
the parents of deaf multi-handicapped and deaf-blind children in operation.

On the main, this has been left to the

classroom teachers of the children and is normally considered a portion of· the teacher-parent conferenc~~ which
are periodically scheduled.

There was little or no inter-

action between parents sharing mutual problems in the
education and growth of their children.
Many writings have been devoted to the need for parent
education for the parents of singularly-handicapped children, but little attention has been devoted to the education
of the parent of the multi-handicapped child.

The one

program, currently in existence, has not recieved sufficient
1

2

exposure to assist others who are interested in starting
similar programs.

As in many areas where this occurs,

each person or group of persons must begin again although
successful programs are in existence which could function
as guide lines.
There, then, is a need to prepare a audio-visual
presentation of the existing program to assist others
who are searching for a method 6f broadening parent
education for parents of deaf-blind multi-handicapped
children.

PART II
Objective
~o produce a film presentation, with an accompaning
descriptive cassette tape, of the "Multi-handicapped DeafBlind Parent .Participation Group", funded under E.S.E.A.,
Title VI, Section C, being offered at Al hambra City Schools.
This presentation will show and describe four of the
principle areas of parent needs, taught by four different
participating teachers and the two additional elements of
parent socialization and child care.
The primary area shown and described ares
1.

Language

2.

Vision Training

3.

Group Problem Solving

4.

Motor and Self Help _Skills

This presentation package will be made ava i labl e thro ugh
the National Leadership Training Program in the Area of
the Deaf, California State - University Northrid ge, Northrid ge,
California.
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_PART III
Calandered Statement of Proceedures
March 30

Gain permission to use Deaf-Blind Multi-handicapped Parent Participation Group as a project.

-April 1

Establish need and have it approved by project
advisor.

April 2

Prepare a general proceedure format and request
approval.

If approval not received rewrite and

resubmit,
·April 3

Contact Terry Smith, Media Specialist of Los
Angeles County Schools for assistance in
filming.

April 4

Contact California State University, Northridge
Audio Visual staff for guidance.

April 23

Have generalized movie script covering sceens
to be filmed completed.

Have this reviewed and

approved by Faculty Board of Advisors and media
experts,

Make any requested changes and return

for approval.
April 24

Captions for films to be filmed.
Credits to be filmed.

April 25

Film parent participation in each of the following
areas;
Language

Parent Socialization

Vision Training

Child Care

Group Problem Solving
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April 30 Edit film,
May 1

Preview film with media experts, make necessary
changes and return for approval,

May 4

Add credits and captioning to film.

May 6

Prepare cassette script, have reviewed and
approved by media expert and Faculty Board of
Advisors.

May 7

Record final cassette - tape.

May 9

Preview film and cassette tape with media experts
and make final changes as needed,

May 12

Test presentation with the Hawaii School for the
Deaf and Blind Parent Group.

June 6

Test presentation with ·East San Gabriel School for
the Multi-handicapped Parent Group,

June 7

Type paper to be included with film and cassette
tape, included will be: Statement of Need, Objectives,
Calandered Statement of Procedure,

Audio Script

and Evaluation Procedures,
June 12

Preview completed film to the Faculty Advisory
Board.

June

15

Turn in completed project to Project Director.

PART IV
Audio Script
Music, lead in and fade;
Monologue1 "As a result of a study of multi-handicapped,
dea f -blind parent programs in California, corducted by
Lonna Anderson in 1970, it was discovered that there
were no formalized programs f or the education of parents
of deaf- blind multiply-handic a pped children.

Mrs.

Anderson wro t e and had f unded, a proposal entitled "Multihandicapped Deaf-Blind Parent Participation Group," under
E.S.E.A., Title VI, Section

c.

Prior to this there were no formalized programs for
the parents of deaf multi-handicapped and deaf-bl i nd children in operation.

On the main, this has been left to the

classroom teachers of the children and is normally considered a portion of the teacher-parent conferences wh ich
are periodically scheduled.

There was little or no inter-

action between parents sharing mutual problems i n the
education and growth of their children.
Many writing s have been devoted to the need for parent
education for the parents of singularly-handicapped children, but little attention has been devoted to the education
of the parent of the multi-handicapped child.

The one

program, currently in existence, has not rec e ived sufficient
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exposure to assist others who are interested in starting
similar programs.

As in many areas where this occurs,

each person or group of persons must begin a gain although
successful programs are in existAnce which could function
as guide lines.
There . is a need to prepare a audio-visual presentation
of the existing program to assist others who are searching
for a method of broadening parent education for parents
of deaf- blind multi-handicapped children.
After pre-testing two groups of parents; the parent
group at East San Gabriel

School for the Multi-handicapped,

and the Hawaii State School for the Deaf and Blind, it wa s
obvious that few if any parents knew what elements would be
necessary in a good program for parent education.

However

most did indicate .that language ~kills were a basic need
for all.

With this in mind a film presentation, with ;~_ ,

accompanying descriptive cassette tape, of a demonstration
project of a group for parents of deaf-blind multi-handicapped children in Alhambra was made. This presentation wi ll
show four of the princip·le areas of parent needs which are
taught by four different participating teachers.
1. Group Discussions A group discussion in a nonthreatening neutral environment where parents can
I

share problems and possible solutions to pro~lems
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of raising deaf-blind multi-handicapped children
with a qualified group leader.
2. Continuing Education in the Home1

Primarily language

acquisition related to the home environment stressing total communication.

3. Motor Development1

Stressing the 'hows' and in

what means parents can assist in training their
children in spacial rel~tions, motor skills, home
living skills within the home.

It also helps the

parent realize what is normal physical activity
for their individual handicapped child.

4. Vision Training:

Reinforcing training skills

enabling the parent to reinforce the training that
is given the child in the classroom setting in his
own home, in order that the child will become aware
of his surroundings.
This presentation also includes the two program elements ofi
Informal Parent Socialization1

This is where parents

during a coffee break are sharing experiences with
each other on a one-to-one basis,
Child Care1

Where provisions are made for the parent

and his child that will enable him to attend the
class • . Activities involving the child while the
parents are in class are of great importance ~o
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the parent in order that he can give his full
attention to the class,"

"START THE FILM PLEASE"
(Film previou s ly threaded is turned on)

Music lead in ~nd fade toa
"Student Project for N.L.T.P,, A Film Demonstration by
Lonna Anderson,"

Music lead in and fade to:
"Deaf-Blind Multi-handicapped Parent Participation Group,
Alhambra City Schools"

Mus i c l ead in and fade toa
"Language"

Music lead in and fade toz
Monologue s

"Language is one of the major vehic l es by

which the human mani pulates his e~vironment in an accep t able
way,

The parent must learn the techniques of langua ge

development in order to enable him to teach the child about
his environment in the home,
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· No single method of language is adequate for the
multi-handicapped child.

The total approach is neces s ary.

This includes the use of oral communication, ma nual communication, finger spelling, Tadoma, written langua ge and
amplification. In .or der that all forms of language be a
useful tool to the child the parent must be involved,
Because we are involved with the child only a small part of
the day, parent participation cannot

be over stressed,

Weekly child interest centered lessons are given to
the parent,

The approach to the lesson is explained and the

individual child is taken into consideration,

New exper-

iences are taught and new vocabulary is introduced,

As in

the lesson of which we are observing, a snail is found in
the yard,

It is talked about and plenty of time for

observation is given.

The child is encouraged to use.

his existing expressive vocabulary,
repeated a gain and a gain,

New vocabulary is

Parents are then given an opp or- ·

tunity to use the vocabulary that they have and encourage d
to share an experience or a story that they used with their
child during the week."

Fade to Music and fade tor
(allow observation)

"Contact is made with the teachers of the children
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whose parents . are members of the class.

We try to support

their efforts using the vocabulary and the units they are
working on in school in order to reintroduce them for the
home situation, enabling reinforcement of the school in the
home.

Teachers of the children are encouriged to join our

class in order that they can give a more meaningful input
into their pupils life."

Music lead in and fade tos
'~ision Training"

Music lead in and fade to,
Monologue,

"In order that the child can become aware of his

own home and out of school surrounding s, vision training
is an important part of our prog~am.

We have found it is

important to give the parent a simulated experience of how
his child sees.

Thus, enabling them to better understand

their child and his vision related problems; effects of the
loss of vision, mobility, use of low vision and response to
stimuli.
Here we are trying to simulate the childs experiences
for his parents in the area of vision loss.

Many of our

parents have complained that their child seems to get lost ·
in corners."
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Music lead in, pause for observation emphasis and fade tos

"Th~ parents now understand why.
Another cause for concern is that the child must be
given a way to protect himself from objects in his path,
thus, preventin_g the retreating with drawl to the secure
place on the floor when he does meet them.

You are

observing as the teacher is demonstrating techniques of
prevention measures in mobility.

With the use of arm

protecting, used in night mobility, the child is able to
protect himself, minimizing injury from objects in the room
or objects that suddenly come into his path.

Parents are

reminded that in the night or low-lighted room, their childs
limited vision becomes further limited and often to no
vision at all.
Obstacles are deliberately placed in the parents way,
thus, giving the parent an idea of that which is going
through his childs mind.
Many of the experiences given the parent are in a semidarkened room, thus, giving the parent of the low visioned
child the daily experience that faces his child----texture
change----color change----break in pattern change----.
Textures that give the child -the feeling of depth as well as
height that he will experience in his travels."

~usic lead in and fade to,
"Group Problem Solving"

Direct to Monologue;

"Group discussions take place in a non-

threatening neutral environment, where parents can share
problems and possible solutions to problems of raising deafblind, multi-handicapped children with a qualified group
leader.
The primary emphasis of the parent group is focused on
the problems encountered by the parents on the growth and
development of their child.

The concept of 'Facing the fact

that the deaf, multi-handicapped child should be treated as
a child first and a child wi.th a-handicap second' is emphasized.
The emotional growth of this child is ~rimarily the parents
responsibility as the educational system is faced with
enough of a problem educating the child.

Multi-handicapped

adults as well as resource- people in the field are asked to _
share experiences with us.
;Emphasis is placed on the parent working and addressing
themselves to help the child achieve his potential rather
than focusing their attention on the liabilities dictated by
their handicaps.

The group leader guides the group in

seeking solutions to the problems that they encounter.

The

end result of the parent group counseling is to assist the
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participants to realize, both as individuals and as a group,
that they, as parents can and should actively participate
and assist in the emotional and educational growth of the i r
child."

Music lead in.and fade tos
"Motor and Se lf Help Skills"

Music lead in and fade tos
Monologues

"Motor development stresses the 'hows' and in

what means, parents can assist in training their children
in spacial relations, motor skills, home living skill s withi n
the normal home.

This t r aining also helps the parent rea l ize

what is normal physical activity for his individual handicapped child.
The deaf-blind, multi-handicapped child usually la gs ,
developmentally, in exploring his environment due to the
intricacy and involvement of his handicap,

Many of his early

years are spent in developing these motor skills and more
time seems to be spent in the development of the psychomotor
domain rather than the cognative or affective domains.

The

responsibility of p sychomotor development falls on the
untrained shoulders of the parent.

This i s often frustrated

by the additio nal hand i cap of mild Cerebral Palsy,
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The responsibility to train the parent to work with
the child is that of the teacher.

Our program involves the

teaching of eating, dressing , potty training , self care and
motor skills. Each skill is carefully broken down and
analyzed with the parent.

The parents are then given the

'hows' and individually instructed in a step-by-step lesson.
One of our parents was interested in strengthening the back
leg muscles of her Cerebral Palsy involved child.

The child

has been previously taught to ride a tricycle and has
learned how to run and jump flat footed.
to teach him to skip.

Our next step was

As you can see the teacher explains

the process and the parents are taken through the process
step-by-step.

All of the parents in this group learn the

skill in much the same way as the .child would.

Music lead in and fade to:
"Parent Socialization"

Music lead in and fade to1
Monologues

"Informal parent socialization provides a time

during which parents can take a coffee break and informally
share experiences on a one-to-one bases with each other.
Parents who would feel threatened in a large group can talk
over problems with parents as well as Instructors."
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Music lead in and fade to,
"Child Care"

Music lead in, allow time for observation and fade to1
Monologue,

"Child care provisions are made for the parent

and his children, th~s, enabling him to attend the class.
Activities involving the child are planned individually for
him.

The activities involve both the siblings, as well as,

the handicapped child.

The children are encourged to play

together and activities are designed so that all children
can play.
child.

Time is taken to work on the special needs of each

A trained instructional aiQ, trained in the area of

multi-handicapped deaf works'with the child.

The ratio of

adult to child is never over 1,3 •. Trained work experiences
students are engaged i n the program when the heed arises.
Activities involving the child while the parents are in class
are of great importance to the parent in order~that he can give
his full attention to the class."

Masicr allow ample time for audience to view typical children
and their activities, then fade to1

"Student Project for N.L.T.P., A film demonstration by
Lonna Anderson"

"THE END"

PART V
Evaluation
The Hawaii School for the Deaf and Blind, Parent and
Teacher Association an·d the East San Gabrial School for the
Multi-handicapped Parent Teacher group were tested prior to
observing the film,

They were questioned regarding their

feelings about establishing a parent .participation program,
The questions asked of the groups were1
1, Would you like to see a · parent participation group

started at this school?
2, Would you be able 'to attend every week? _ __ If no,
how often?

J, What skills would you like to have taught in order to
help your child, if 'such a program was established?

The Hawaii School parents were pre-tested on May 12,

1973,

Their typical responses to the questions were, "YES;

I would like to see a pare~t participation group started on
a weekly basis at this school."

The only skill that they

felt needed to be taught prior to viewing the film was "sign
language,"

After the presentation, as a post-test, many new

ideas were given in the responses,

These ares

Mobility Training

Parent Participation Group

Vision Training

Fathers Participation Group

Self Care Skills

Sibling Interaction Group
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The East San Gabrial parent group was pre-tested June

6, 1973,

Their response was:

"We had unsucessfully tried

to start a parent participation group but were unable to get
much of a turn out."

This, they felt, was du~ to the time

of the day it was held.

No fathers attended these meeting s.

The only thing that was offered to the parents was a class
in sign language and an opportunity to talk with the program
coordinator .
After the presentation, areas other than th e teaching
areas shown in the film were proposed by the group.
were,

They

"The establishment of more in the home training

programs,"

"The establishment of a program that would not

exclude the already forgotten father."

They indicated that

they plan, in the fall, to establish a parent participa tion
group or to encoura ge their parents to attend the parent group
already established in Alhambra City Schools.
Hopefully more parent groups will be gin to establish
their own programs.

These programs should focus on the

needs of the parents and school that the child a t tends.

